
act 15, Parl. 1696, by which it is sufficient that witnesses sign the last page. Re-
plied, It neither was nor ought to have been repealed : Parties', subscriptions are a

check in securities written bookwise, that no new sheets be put in; but in sasines,
where the witnesses subscribe not every page, there is no safety against the notary,
who may alter and innovate sasines at pleasure. Duplied, The last act is general,

statuting with relation to all securities, without limitation, nor is there any good
reason for a distinction, a sasine beyond its warrant being a very harmless instru-

ment, and it must be registered within a, very short time to make it effectual

against third parties. The Lords repelled the objection. See APPENDIX.

Fol. Dic. v. 2. p. 544.

* The like found-January 1725, Earl of Buchan against Duff.-In this;
last the decision was reversed in the House of Lords.-See APPENDIX.

1742. January 7. ROBERTSON against KER.

No. 19M.
A nullity objected to Major Robertson's testament upon the act of Parliament

1696, that, consisting of four pages written bookwise, it did not, as said staute di-

rects, mhake mention in the end of it, how many pages were therein contained, was

repelled, in respect it was written upon one sheet only.
Kilkerran, No. 7. p. 606..

1742. December 21. WILLIAMSON against WILLIAMSON'.

It being objected to Grizel Williamson's bond! of provision, that the same was

null as consisting of three pages, and only the last page signed by the granter;

the Lords, in respect that the bond was holograph, and appeared to be all written

unico contextu, and that there was no suspicion of any sort against the deedb " Re-

pelled the objection."
That the act of Parliament 1696 had nothing to do with this question, was

plain, as concerning only writs written upon different sheets of paper; and the de-

cision between M'Pherson of Killihuntly and M'Pherson of Dalready in 1723,
where a discharge of a reversion was found null, in respect it was subscribed by

the party only upon the last page, although the writing consisted of no more than

two pages on the same leaf, and no suspicion lay to the deed, was greatly cen-

sured.
It was at the same time doubted by, some of the Lords, whether the signing of

each page was not de solemnitate necessary ; in.which case, although no suspicion

thy to it, the want of that solemnity would void the deed, without distinction

between deeds' holograph and deeds not holograph. And as. a- groun& for
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